
 
 
Pooka’s   Page   for   Grownups:   
 
A   few   weeks   ago,   my   husband   died   in   an   accident.    At   first,   I   was  
unsure   whether   I’d   be   able   to   produce   this   issue.   Finding   within  
myself   the   playful,   happy   place   where   Pooka   and   Elsie   live   was  
challenging.   
However,   this   is   the   Season   of   Seeds   and   their   promise   of   the  
continuation   of   life.   So,   with   the   loving   support   of   our   Team   and  
the   kind   encouragement   of   you,   our   Readers,    it   seemed  

important   to   at   least   try.    I   think   it   was   good   therapy!  
 
Mim   and   her   family   escaped   a   bit   of    the   craziness   in   the   world   right   now   by   going   on   a   camping  
trip.    While   enjoying   the   peace   of   nature,   she   and   her   little   ones   drew   on   the   resources   around  
them   to   come   up   with   a   craft   project   for   Lughnasadh.    Not   everyone   has   access   to   sheaves   of  
wheat,   barley,   corn   or   other   grains.    But   these   are   all   just   types   of   grasses,   so   why   not   use   long  
stalks   of   actual   grass   to   create   your   Harvest   Dolly   for   the   holiday?    A   short   car   ride   will   usually  
reveal   some   growing   along   the   roadside   and   kids   will   have   fun   harvesting   them.  
And,   for   our   slightly   older   kids   (which   probably   means   You   too,   right?),   she’s   shown   how   to  
make   a   magnificent   sunflower   offering   bowl.    It   can   also   be   used   as   a   tealight   candle   holder   and  
an   incense   burner.  
 
Attila   the   Bun’s   frustration   at   being   unable   to   attend   the   annual   Puck   Faire   this   year   echoed  
Fiona’s.    However,   in   creating   a   solution   and   writing   the   story   for   Pooka   in   her   Letter   from  
Scotland,   Fiona   was   soon   giggling.    When   he   read   it,   so   was   Pooka…   and   I   predict   your   child  
will   also.  
 
Momma   Witch   Carmen   is   recovering   from   recent   surgery.    Nevertheless,   she’s   managed   to  
produce   a   lovely   poem   in   her   “Learning   with   Pooka”   article   all   about   the   glories   of   Lughnasadh  
 
And   Liliane,   with   the   demands   of   motherhood   competing   with   her   growing   popularity   as   a  
commercial   artist   is   busier   than   a   gopher   on   a   golf   course.   However,   she   still   managed   to   create  
two   coloring   pages   for   our   kids   on   a   short   24   hour   notice.    Liliane   is   amazing!    Our   entire   Team  
is   -   each   and   every   one   of   them!    And,   along   with   Pooka   and   me,   they   all   wish   you   a   bountiful  
First   Fruits   Harvest.  
 
Happ�   Lughnasad�,  
Fro�   Lor�,   Pook�   an�   th�   Tea�  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Also   known   as    Lammas,   Festival   of  
First   Fruits,   First   Harvest   -   
This   is   the   first   of   the   three   harvest  
celebrations.   Earth’s   bounty   becomes  
ripe   for   gathering.   The   first   loaves   of  
bread   are   baked   from   this   year’s  
grains.   Fruits   are   ready   to   be   canned   or  
made   into   pies   and   jams.   The   bounty   of  
the   vegetable   garden   is   preserved   to  
feed   people   during   the   coming   winter  
months.   In   the   midst   of   all   this   activity,  
people   still   find   time   to   gather   at  
County   Fairs   that   are   today’s   version   of  
the   ancient   Lughnasadh   Festivals.  
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Lughnasadh   Bread  
 
T he    wooden   table   was   scattered   with   flour   as   Elsie   rhythmically  
kneaded   bread   for   their   Lughnasadh   feast.    Pooka   had   found   a   clean  
corner   of   the   table   where   he   could   sit   and   observe.    (He   didn’t   want  
to   have   to   wash   flour   off   his   bottom   later.)    Already,   the   yeasty   dough  

smelled   wonderful.    She   patted   it   into   shape   and   placed   it   in   a   bread   pan   before   covering   it   with  
a   damp   kitchen   towel.  
     “When   will   it   be   ready?”   the   cat   asked   eagerly.  
     “Well,”   said   his   witch,   “   it   has   to   rise   before   I   can   put   it   in   the   oven.    But   it   should   be   done   in  
plenty   of   time   for   our   feast   tonight,”   she   assured   him.   
      Just   then,   Thistle   the   Fairy   came   fluttering   through   the   open   kitchen   window   and   landed   on  
the   table.   “Ewe!    Yuck!”   she   squealed.   She   did   a    high-stepping   dance   as   her   tiny   feet   sank   into  
the   white   powdery   surface.   “What   IS   that?”   
     “It’s   flour,”   said   Pooka.    “Elsie’s   making   Lughnasadh   Bread!”  
     “That’s   nice,”   said   Thistle   as   she   brushed   off   her   feet   and   examined   between   her   toes   for   any  
residue.    “Hey,   you   want   to   play   Hide   &   Seek?”  
      Pooka   hesitated.    “Do   you   need   me   for   anything?”   he   asked   Elsie.  
     The   girl   laughed   and   waved   him   off.    “No,   I’m   going   to   go   do   some   harvesting   in   the   garden.  
You   two   have   fun   and   just   don’t   break   anything.”  
     “Okay!”     The   cat   leaped   off   the   table   and   raced   the   fairy   down   the   hall   into   the   parlor.    For   the  
next   hour,   they   took   turns   counting   and   hiding.   Eventually,   Pooka   got   a   bit   bored   because  
Thistle   always   seemed   to   be   winning.    (It   was   astounding   -   the   places   and   crevices   that   she  
could   squeeze   into!)  
     “I   think   we   should   check   on   the   bread,”   he   announced.    “Maybe   it’s   ready   to   go   in   the   oven  
and   Elsie   just   lost   track   of   the   time.”  
     Thistle   fluttered   out   from   behind   a   volume   of   fairy   tales   on   the   tall   bookcase.    “Okay,”   she  
agreed,   “but   you   didn’t   find   me   so   I   still   won   that   round!    That’s   You   -   zero   and   Me   -   nine.”  
     “Whatever!”   muttered   the   frustrated   cat.    He   leaped   onto   the   kitchen   table   and   pawed   the  
cloth   cover   from   the   bread.  



 
     “How   do   you   tell   if   it’s   ready?”   asked  
Thistle.  
     “It   gets   sort   of   big   and   poofy,   I   think.”  
      The   cat   and   the   fairy   peered   closely  
at   the   dough.  
     “It   does   look   sort   of   poofy,”  
commented   Thistle.    “It’s   certainly  
bigger   than   it   was.”  
     Pooka   agreed.    He   experimentally  
poked   his   paw   into   the   center   of   the  
loaf.    It   immediately   collapsed   and   sank  
to   its   previous   size.  
     “Maybe   not,”   he   sighed.  
     “Oh   well,”   shrugged   Thistle.   “Let’s  
Play   some   more!”  
     “Okay,”   agreed   Pooka   as   he   pulled  
the   towel   back   over   the   bread.   “But   how  
‘bout   a   different   game   this   time?”  
     The   two   friends   wandered   out   to   the  
garden,   arguing   about   what   to   play  
next.    Meanwhile,   Elsie   came   in  

through   the   kitchen   door   and   plopped   down   a   basket   of  
tomatoes,   potatoes,   green   beans   and   fresh   herbs   from   the  
garden.   She   lifted   the   towel   from   the   bread   and   examined   it.  
     “That’s   funny,”   she   muttered.    “It   doesn’t   look   like   it’s   risen   at  
all   yet.”   
     Shrugging,   she   began   slicing   potatoes   and   onions   for   their  
feast   later.    Soon   pots   were   simmering   on   the   stove   and  
wonderful   smells   were   wafting   from   the   oven.   Elsie   went   to   her  
Herb   Room   to   hang   the   herbs   she’d   harvested   to   dry.  
     About   an   hour   later,   Thistle   and   Pooka   came   in   from   playing  
Chase   the   Fairy   in   the   garden.   
     “I   think   we   should   check   the   bread   again,”   said   the   cat.  
     The   friends   sauntered   down   the   stairs   and   into   the   kitchen.  
The   loaf   pan   was   still   sitting   on   the   kitchen   table.    Pooka  
leaped   up   and   pulled   the   cover   off.   
     “It   sort   of   looks   like   bread   now,”   he   said.   “It’s   as   tall   as   the  
pan.   I’ll   go   tell   Elsie   it’s   ready   to   bake.”  
      “Wait,”   said   Thistle.    “We’d   better   check   to   be   sure.”     She  
stuck   a   teensy   finger   into   the   dough.    Nothing   happened.   “Hey!  



It’s   all   soft   and   springy!”   she   exclaimed   happily   and   began   jumping   up   and   down   on   it.  
“Wheeeee!”  
     Suddenly,   her   feet   poked   right   through   the   thin   surface.    The   unbaked   loaf   collapsed   beneath  
her   and   Thistle   found   herself   sitting   in   a   gooey   mass   of   dough.   “Ewe!”   she   gagged,   pulling   the  
sticky   bits   from   her   wings,   feet,   legs   and   bottom.   “It   is   NOT   ready!”  
     “It’s   a   good   thing   we   checked   before   getting   Elsie,”   said   Pooka.   
     “Well,   I   have   to   go,”   Thistle   told   him.    “The   other   fairies   and   elves   will   need   me   to   tell   them  
what   to   do   while   getting   ready   for   our   own   First   Harvest   Celebration   tonight,”   and   with   that,   she  
darted   out   the   open   kitchen   window.    Pooka   wandered   upstairs   and   curled   up   on   the   bed   for   a  
little   nap.   
      Meanwhile,   Elsie   finished   hanging   her   magical   harvest   in   the   Herb   Room   to   dry.    She   set   up  
the   altar   before   the   hearth   for   their   Lughnasadh   ritual   and  
then   returned   to   the   kitchen.    She   lifted   the   tea   towel   and  
gazed   at   the   gooey   lump   of   dough   sitting   at   the   bottom   of   the  
bread   pan.  
     “It   still   hasn’t   risen,”   she   sighed.   “I   must   have   done  
something   wrong.”    Sadly,   the   little   witch   dumped   the   failed  
dough   into   the   trash   and   went   on   to   preparing   the   rest   of   their  
dinner.  
     Their   ritual   was   wonderful...all   about   the   grains   of   the   earth  
and   the   bounty   of   the   Goddess.    The   feast   that   Elsie   had  
prepared   was   delicious...but   the   most   important   part   was  
missing   -   the   bread.  
     Pooka,   of   course,   had   no   idea   how   this   had   happened.  
 
 

 



 
 



 
Frozen   Berry   Bliss   

  
    Elsie’s   eccentric   Aunt   Tilly   made   this   for   their   Lughnasadh   Festival   last   year.    Using   the  
bountiful   berries   that   are   as   traditional   to   this   holiday   as   the   grain,   both   Pooka   and   Elsie   agreed  
it   was   the   perfect   sweet   treat   after   their   feast.    And   it’s   so   easy   that   you   probably   won’t   even  
need   a   grownup’s   help!  
 
       In   a   blender,   whir    ¼   cup   of   fresh   or   frozen   raspberries    to    1   cup   of   heavy   whipping  
cream    and    1   teaspoons   of   sugar     until   smooth   and   slightly   thickened.   (It   will   suddenly   stop  
moving   around   in   the   blender.)     Spoon   it   into   a   container   and   freeze   it.    Once   it’s   frozen,   dish   it  
into   bowls   and   drizzle    chocolate   syrup    over   the   top.  
 
   
Note:      This   recipe   will   serve   2   people   or  
one   Pooka.    However,   it   only   takes   a  
minute   to   make   a   second   or   even   a   third  
batch   to   add   to   the   first   batch   in   your  
container.  
 
Another   Note:     It’s   best   w/   raspberries.    If  
you   have   to   use   a   different   type   of   berry,  
you   may   want   to   add   a   bit   more   sugar   and  
a   few   drops   of   lemon   juice.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 



 

Oats  
P ooka   sat   on   the   kitchen   table   next   to   the   cream   and   sugar   and   waited   for   his   breakfast.   "No  
raisins   in   mine!"   he   reminded   Elsie   (as   he   did   every   morning).  

She   smiled   as   she   ladled   their   oatmeal   into   bowls.   And   then   she   did   a   curious   thing:   She  
spooned   some   of   the   hot   cereal   from   the   pot   into   a   3rd   bowl.  

"Is   that   for   Edgar   the   Crow?"   asked   Pooka.  

"No,"   said   Elsie.  

"Is   Thistle   the   fairy   coming   for   breakfast?"  

"Not   that   I   know   of,"   she   said.  

"Then   what's   the   3rd   bowl   for?"  

"My   arm,"   Elsie   told   him.  

The   little   cat's   ears   sprang   to   attention.   "Your    arm    is   hungry?"  

Elsie   laughed.   "My   arm   has   a   rash.   I   got   it   working   in   the   garden   yesterday.   When   the   oatmeal  
cools,   I'll   spread   it   on   the   rash   and   then   wrap   a   light   bandage   around   it.   It   will   stop   the   itching  
and   heal   the   rash   in   no   time!"  

Pooka   looked   at   her   in   surprise.   "Oats   are   a   medicine?   Does   that   mean   they're   an   herb?"  



Elsie   nodded   and   said,   "Granny   Witch   always   said   that   oatmeal   is   sovereign   inside   and   out."  
She   sprinkled   a   bit   of   brown   sugar   over   each   bowl   and   then   added   some   raisins   to   hers.  

"Don't   forget   cream,"   Pooka   reminded   her.   Elsie   added   the   cream.   "More   please?"  

The   witch   rolled   her   eyes   as   she   tipped   the   pitcher   one   more   time   and   then   asked,   "Would   you  
like   a   little   oatmeal   with   your   cream?"   -   but   her   sarcasm   was   lost   on   the   cat.  

"I   have   some,   thanks,"   Pooka   purred   happily.   "Tell   me   more   about   oats."  

Elsie   sat   down   to   her   breakfast   and   said,   "Actually,   it's   an   excellent   Lesson   for   this   time   of   year.  
Lughnasadh   is   in   a   few   days   and,   as   you   know,   one   of   things   we're   celebrating   is   the   grain  
harvest.   And   oats   are   a   grain."  

"And   they   make   my   tummy   happy!"   the   cat   added.   His   little   pink   tongue   was   rapidly   lapping   up  
the   sweet,   creamy   cereal.  

"Your   tummy   won't   be   happy   unless   you   slow   down,"   Elsie   told   him   sternly.   Pooka   raised   his  
face   out   of   the   bowl,   looked   up   at   her   and   burped   loudly.  

He   grinned.   "Go   on   with   the   Lesson.   I'm   listening."  

The   witch   chuckled   at   her   silly   cat   and   then   continued   her   lecture:   "   Oats   are   good   for   all   sorts   of  
skin   irritations.   I   use   them   for   everything   from   insect   bites   to   stinging   nettle.   I   also   suggest   an  
oatmeal   mask   for   the   teenagers   in   the   Village   who   have   problems   with   their   complexion   and   to  
my   older   friends   who   are   fighting   dry   skin   and   wrinkles.   
Oatmeal   is   one   of   the   first   foods   a   person   who's   been   sick   can   start   eating.   It's   loaded   with  
vitamins,   high   in   fiber   and   yet   gentle   and   easy   to   digest.   It   also   has   a   calming   effect   on   the  
nerves.   That's   why   you   feel   relaxed   and   happy   after   eating   a   bowl   full."  

"Oatmeal   cookies   also   make   me   feel   relaxed   and   happy,"   Pooka   reminded   her   and   then   asked,  
"Can   you   use   oats   in   magic?"  

Elsie   nodded.   "Yes.    They’re   sacred   to   the   Earth  
Goddess.   You   can   use   them   as   an   offering   on   the   altar.  
As   a   symbol   of   prosperity,   they   also   work   great   in   money  
spells   or   to   attract   business   in   a   shop.    Oats   really   are   an  
amazing   plant."  

"And   tasty   too!"   added   Pooka   as   he   licked   the   last   bit  
from   his   bowl.  



A   Letter   fro�   Scotlan�  

 

Dear   Littl�   Witche�,  

Attila   the   Bun   mooched   around   the   Mound   of   the  
Sidhe.   He   was   not   a   happy   bunny.   Meg,   the   cat   with  
half   a   tail,   watched   him   wander   aimlessly.   Meg   was  
concerned.   This   was   not   like   Attila,   who   was   usually  
full   of   interest   and   happiness.   It   did   not   matter   what   he  
said   to   Attila,   the   only   answer   he   got   was   a   grunt   in   rabbit.  

“I’m   going   to   shout   for   Angus   Óg,   if   you   don’t   tell   me   what   is   wrong,”   exclaimed   Meg.   “He’ll   know  
what   to   do   with   you.”  

“There’s   nothing   wrong,”   grumped   Attila.   “I’m   just   sad   we   can’t   go   to   the   Puck   Fair   this   year.   I  
like    the   Puck   Fair.   I   like   the   games.   I   like   the   people.   I   love   King   Puck.   If   a   goat   can   be   a   king   for  
the   three   days   of   the   Lughnasadh   Fair,   then   there   was   hope   for   me   too.”   With   that,   Attila   lopped  
off   and   hid   under   a   bush,   his   back   turned   towards   Meg.  

Meanwhile,   Meg   stared   at   Attila’s   bobtail   in   astonishment.   Did   that   rabbit   just   say   he   wanted   to  
be   the   King   of   the   Lughnasadh   Feast,   just   like   one   of   the   wild   goats   from   the   hills   around  
Killorglin   usually   was?   Meg   resisted   the   need   to   laugh   at   the   idea.   It   was   serious   and   it   was  
upsetting   Attila.   It   seemed   Attila   had   been   harbouring   a   little   royal   rabbit   dream   to   himself   for   all  
these   years.   Now   Attila   was   really   upset   because   no-one   would   be   able   to   travel   to   Ireland   for  
the   Puck   Fair   this   year.  

Meg   too   sat   under   a   bush   but   he   wasn’t   sulking   or   upset.   He   was   thinking.   This   was   generally  
very   hard   for   him   as   he   was   really   an   action   cat,   not   a   thinking   cat.   But   he   closed   his   eyes   and  
thought.   After   a   while,   his   half   a   tail   began   to   buzz   and   vibrate,   alerting   him   to   magic   in   the  
making.   A   very   big   smile   crossed   his   face   as   he   stretched   himself.   Then   he   walked   to   the   back  
of   the   mound.  

“Angus!”   he   meowed.   “Where   are   you?”  

“Right   here,   little   cat,”   said   Angus.   “Where   I   always   am,   standing   with   you   even   if   you   don’t  
always   see   me.”  

“We   need   to…”   began   Meg.  



“Help   Attila,”   ended   Angus.  

Meg   stared   at   him   in   astonishment.   “One   of   the   privileges   of   being   a   God,”   said  
Angus.   “You   don’t   always   need   to   say   the   words   out   loud   to   me.   I   heard   your  
thoughts.”  

Meg   still   stared.   This   was   a   big   idea   and   he   wasn’t   sure   he   could   keep   up.  

“Right,”   said   Angus,   “if   we   can’t   go   to   the   Puck   Fair,   then   the   Puck   Fair   will   just   have  
to   come   to   us.”  

Meg   grinned   –   that   was    exactly    what   he’d   been   thinking   about.  

Angus   clapped   his   hands   together   and   suddenly   they   were   surrounded   by   all   kinds   of  
animals.   All   kinds,   except   the   Attila   kind.   He   was   still   under   a   bush   on   the   other   side  
of   the   Mound,   feeling   very   sorry   for   himself.   Angus   spoke   softly   to   all   those   gathered  
before   him.   They   listened   to   Angus   in   silence.   Then   there   was   the   smallest   sound   of  
a   giggle.   The   giggle   grew   to   guffaw.   The   guffaw   grew   to   a   gale   of   laughter.   Everyone  
liked   this   plan   –   they   would   be   celebrating   Lughnasadh   in   the   style   of   King   Puck!  

Suddenly   there   was   much   busyness.   The   sound   of   music   being   practised   came   from  
a   chorus   of   grasshoppers,   small   birds   and   bull   frogs.   The   ladybirds,   dragonflies,  
butterflies   and   moths   preened   themselves   for   the   fancy   dress   competition.   Horses  
and   donkeys   eyed   each   other   up,   trying   to   work   out   who   would   be   the   fastest   in   a  
race   and   who   would   be   the   finest   horse   of   the   fair.   Mice   groomed   their   babies   for   the  
bonnie   baby   competition.   Beetles   and   ants   moved   flowers   and   ferns   around   to  
decorate   the   Mound   and   the   trees.   Swallows   and   swifts   practised   their   moves   in  
anticipation   of   leading   the   dancing.   Little   Jenny   Wren   hopped   around   all   excited   and  
happy,   singing   her   beautiful   songs   very   loudly   indeed.  

Some   of   the   Sidhe   folk   from   the   Mound   got   a   bonfire   going   and,   much   to   Meg’s  
delight,   placed   the   flat   cooking   stone   at   its   edge.   Meg   knew   that   meant   bannocks   at  
some   point,   so   he   made   a   mental   note   to   keep   his   eye   on   that   part   of   the   festivities.  
Magic   was   all   well   and   good   but   it   would   never   beat   the   magic   of   a   belly   full   of  
bannocks.  

Other   Sidhe   helped   decorate   the   area   around   the   Mound,   reaching   the   higher   bits   the  
beetles   couldn’t   manage.   The   fairy   thorn   at   the   top   of   the   Mound   was   decked   out   in  
her   summer   finery   and   waved   her   branches   in   the   air   in   approval   of   all   that   was  
happening   around   her.   Race   tracks   and   jumping   tracks   were   laid   out.   The   frogs   eyed  
the   jump   tracks   with   amusement   –   after   all,   they   knew   that   when   it   came   to   the   long  
jump,   they   were   legs   ahead   of   everyone   else.   The   frogs   were   quietly   confident   of   a  
win.  



After   a   while,   everything   was   ready.   Angus   Óg   looked   around   and   smiled.   The   Mound   was  
stunning   and   it   looked   more   than   ready   to   celebrate   the   First   Harvest   by   holding   its  
own   version   of   the   Puck   Fair.   A   raised   flat   stone   overlooked   the   whole   affair.   This  
would   be   the   throne   of   King   Puck.  

“Now   all   we   need   is   our   Queen   of   Puck   and   her   Handmaiden,”   said   Angus.  

Meg   the   cat   with   half   a   tail   looked   around   at   all   the   animals.   Much   as   they   were  
very   pretty   in   their   own   way,   none   of   them   would   look   quite   right   in   the   beautiful  
clothes   of   the   Queen   and   her   maid.   He   felt   his   heart   sink   a   little   bit.   He’d   not  
thought   of   this   part   and   he   knew   he   needed   girl   people   for   this.   His   human   was   a  
grown   one   and   far   too   old   for   such   an   honour.   Maybe   his   plan   wasn’t   as   good   as  
he’d   first   thought   after   all?  

“It’s   a   perfectly   good   plan,”   called   the   voice   of   Bride.  

Meg   looked   up   to   see   Bride   walking   towards   them.   She   held   the   hands   of   two   little  
girls.   The   smaller   girl   wore   the   white   robes   and   crown   of   The   Queen   of   Puck   and  
the   other   the   green   and   orange   robes   of   her   Handmaiden.   Both   the   little   girls,   who  
were   sisters,   looked   around   delightedly.   They   were   very   excited   to   be   in   the  
magical   world   of   the   Mound   of   the   Sidhe.  

“How?”   asked   Meg,   who   was   very   surprised   indeed.  

“I   am   the   Seller   of   Dreams,”   answered   Angus   Óg.   “For   Athena   and   Erin,   this   is   no  
more   than   a   dream.   A   very   lovely   dream   they   will   always   remember.”  

Bride   spoke   quietly   to   the   girls,   instructing   them   in   their   royal   roles.  

Meanwhile,   Meg   looked   on   anxiously.   “But…but,”   he   said,   “They   are   so   little.   How  
can   they   be   our   Queen   and   Handmaiden?”  

Angus   laughed.   “I   know   they   should   be   twelve,”   he   said,   “but   add   their   ages  
together   and   we’re   about   right.   Anyway,   this   is   our   version,   remember?   Just   for  
this   year?   Attila’s   not   a   goat   either.”  

Meg   nodded   his   head.   “Fair   enough,”   he   muttered.  

Athena   and   Erin   came   over   to   sit   with   Meg   and   Angus.   Bride   had   disappeared   to  
the   other   side   of   the   Mound.  

When   she   returned,   she   cradled   a   still   grumpy   Attila   in   her   arms.   He   was   so  
grumpy,   he   had   his   long   lop   ears   over   his   eyes.   Bride   stroked   his   fur   gently.   “Little  
rabbit,”   she   sang   to   him,   “sometimes   things   don’t   go   the   way   we   want   them   to.  



None   of   you   can   travel   to   Ireland   this   year.   So   let’s   make   the   best   of   it   and   enjoy   ourselves  
anyway.”  

“Or   we   can   just   grump,”   added   Meg.  

At   that,   Attila   the   Bun   moved   his   ears   away   from   his   eyes,   ready   to   give   Meg   a   piece   of   his  
mind.   Then   his   little   eyes   almost   popped   out   of   his   head   at   the   magnificent   sight   in   front   of   him.  
The   Mound   of   the   Sidhe   glowed   in   sunlight.   The   colours   of   the   flowers   were   glorious.   And   all   the  
animals   gleamed,   groomed   as   they   were   to   their   very   best.   Angus   and   Bride   looked   on,   happily.  

Athena,   Queen   of   the   Mound   Puck   Fair,   stepped   forward.   She   addressed   the   gathering   and  
made   her   royal   welcome   speech.   Erin   stood   proudly   beside   her   sister,   holding   the   proclamation.  

Attila   smiled   happily   at   this.   But   then   he   returned   to   his   gloomy   state.   “No   goat.   No   King   Puck,”  
he   muttered.  

“No   goat,   true   enough,”   agreed   Angus.   “But   there   is   a   rabbit   that   is   fit   to   have   a   turn   at   being  
King   of   Lughnasadh.”   With   that,   he   took   Attila   from   Bride’s   arms   and   placed   him   gently   on   the  
raised   platform.  

“Welcome,   King   Puck!”   yelled   the   Gathering.  

Attila   could   not   speak   because   he   was   so   astonished.   He   could   not   move.   His   amazement   only  
increased   as   Athena   placed   a   crown   of   flowers   on   his   head   and   Erin   gently   kissed   his   little   soft  
nose.   Attila   felt   so   happy,   he   was   sure   he   would   burst   into   tears.  

“Let   the   Lughnasadh   celebrations   begin!”   shouted   Angus   Óg.  

With   that,   the   feast   got   underway.   There   were   parades.   There   were   games.   There   were  
competitions   –   and   the   frogs    did    win   the   long   jump.   There   was   music.   There   was   laughter.  

And   in   the   middle   of   it   all   sat   Attila   the   Bun,   crowned   an   alternative   King   Puck   for   one   year   only.  
By   his   side   purred   his   happy   friend,   Meg   the   cat   with   half   a   tail   –   a   cat   who’d   be   even   happier  
when   someone   got   around   to   making   a   bannock   or   two!  

�l�   N��   �m�  

           �on�   �nker  
 

 



 
 



 
by   Carmen   Sanchez   Bezzard  

Friends   and   families   helped   each   other   and   they   had   all   worked   together,  
Planting   seeds   at   Ostara   and   in   the   hot   Midsummer   weather.  

They   talked   and   they   laughed   as   they   raked   and   planted  
And   as   the   days   came   to   an   end,   these   words   were   chanted.  

“Oats,   wheat,   corn   and   barley   we   sew.”  
“Please   bless   our   seeds   and   help   them   grow.”  

“May   the   berries   ripen   and   the   fruits   fill   each   tree  
So   we   can   pick   them   at   Lughnasadh,   the   first   harvest   of   three.”  

Now   ‘twas   the   eve   before   Lughnasadh   and   all   around   the   town,  
The   crops   were   bursting   and   covering   the   ground.  

The   children   had   gathered   baskets;   some   round   and   some   square.  
There   seemed   to   be   a   special   moonlight   magic   in   the   air.  
The   time   for   the   first   harvest   would   be   here   with   the   morn.  

And   everyone   would   help   gather   the   wheat   and   bright,   yellow   corn.  
As   the   moon   filled   the   sky   and   the   stars   shown   bright,  

It   was   time   for   all   to   say   good   night.  

The   children   were   nestled   and   tucked   in   their   beds.  
They   had   visions   of   corn   muffins   and   freshly   baked   breads.  

Soon   wondrous   scents   would   begin   to   fill   the   air,  
The   baking   would   begin   with   love   and   with   care.  

They   dreamed   of   the   soft,   puffy   flour   that   would   be   ground   from   the   grain,  
They   dreamed   of   the   warm   sun   and   the   gentle,   cooling   rain.  

They   dreamed   of   gathering   berries   that   would   be   baked   into   pies,  
And   of   many   other   wondrous   delights   that   appeared   before   their   eyes.  

They   saw   mounds   of   berries   to   be   cooked   for   jellies   and   jams,  
In   their   dreams   they   were   licking   fruit   from   their   hands.  

It   was   all   in   their   minds   on   this   bright   moonlit   night;  
Their   dreams   were   making   them   hungry;   would   they   sleep   till   morning’s   light?  

But   sleep   they   did   and   the   eve   of   Lughnasadh   was   almost   done,  
Tomorrow   their   dreams.  

 



 
 

WitchCrafts    
By   Mim   Burrows  

Grass   Dolly  
 
To   make   this   Grass   Dolly   you   will   need  
a   handful   of   long   grass,   separated   into   two   piles,   One   thick,  
one   thin.   
How   long   and   thick   a   bunch   you   pick   will   determine   how   big  
your   dolly   will   be.  
 
Fold   the   thick   bunch   in   half   and   measure   roughly   3-4   fingers  
width   from   the   folded   end   and   tie   the   fold   using   a   piece   of  
grass   or   string   if   preferred   .  
 
Plait   the   thin   bunch   of   grass   and   tie   off   each   end,   again  

using   grass   or   string.  
Open   the   thick   bunch   of   grass   just   under   where   you   tied   it   off.  
Insert   the   grass   plait   to   make    the   arms   of   your   dolly.  
 
Tie   around   your   dolly   just   under   the   arms   with   more   grass   or  
string.   Trim   the   bottom   edge   to   neaten   .  
To   hang   the   dolly   up   I   used   some   twisted   grass   and   looped   it  
through   the   head.  

.  



 
 
 
 
Sunflower  
Offering/Candle/Incense  
Bowl  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To   make   this   bowl   you   will   need-  
Air   drying   clay  
Slip-   a   mixture   of   clay   and   water   to   make   a   wet   sludgy  
consistency   ,   this   can   be   used   to   smooth   out   cracks  
as   your   bowl   dries   or   used   as   a   glue   for   your   clay.  
A   bowl  
Plastic   wrap  
paints  
Paint   brushes   
 
Method   -  
Wrap   your   chosen    bowl   in   plastic   wrap.  

  
Make   a   sausage   shape   out   of   clay,   lay   it   flat   and   run  
your   thumb   down   the   centre   and   pinch   the   end   ,   this  
will   make   your   petal   shape.   
Place   it   into   the   centre   of   your   bowl   so   the   pointy   petal  
end   reaches   the   rim   of   your   bowl.   Continue   making  
petals   this   size   and   adding   them   to   the   bowl,   blending  
the   clay   in   the   centre   together   as   you   go.  
Once   you   have   completed   a   full   circle,   you   can   start  
the   next   layer   of   petals,   laying   them   between   the   gaps  
of   your   first   row   of   petals   and   again   blending   the   clay  
in   the   centre.  
 



Once   the   second   layer   of   petals   is   done,   make   a   clay   disk   to   lay   onto   the   centre   of   your  
flower,   use   a   little   slip   to   stick   it   down.   
Take   a   t-light   candle   and   press   it   firmly   into   the   centre   of   your   flower,   and   give   it   a   little  
wiggle,   clay   tends   to   shrink   a   bit   as   it   dries   ,   so   make   the   candle   hole   a   little   bigger.  
  
Prick   holes   into   the   centre   disk   with   a   cocktail   stick   or   pin   to   give   it   that   sunflower   seed   look.   
Make   3   or   4   slightly   bigger   holes   to   hold   some   stick   incense.  
 
Leave   your   flower   bowl   to   dry   for   24-72   hours   depending   on   the   size.    Once   dry   you   can  
paint   it.    I   used   acrylic   paints   and   varnished   with   Mod   Podge.  

 

 
 



  

Hide   and   Seek  

Thistle ,   the    fairy ,   and   Pooka    were   playing   Hide  

and   Seek.    Pooka    hid   under   Elsie’s   chair .  

“I   found   you!”   cried   Thistle .    The   fairy    hid   in   the     

potted     plant    by   the   window .    Pooka    looked   and  

looked.    He   finally   gave   up.    “I   win!”   said   Thistle .    Pooka  

hid   behind   the   pillows    on   the   sofa .   His  



tail    was   sticking   out.    “There   you   are!”   Thistle    giggled.    The   

fairy    then   hid   in   a   drawer    of   Elsie’s   

desk .    Pooka    couldn’t   find   her.    “I   win   again!”   hooted   

Thistle .   “One   more   time ,”   said   Pooka .    ”Okay,   said   

Thistle    and   began   counting   to   ten .      Pooka    hid.    

Thistle    looked   everywhere.    Behind   the    books ,   under   the 

   table    and   behind   the   curtains.   

Where   was   Pooka?     Can   you   guess?  
 
 
 
 
 



That’s   right!    He   was   outside   in   his   catnip   patch!  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


